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THE 2020 VISION
Welcome to the 11th edition 

of the Stage 2 RGU 
Fashion Management 

Magazine. We find ourselves in 
extraordinary circumstances at a time 
when the printed copies normally 
would be in the enthusiastic hands 
of our students. We will be printing 
copies later in the year when 
distribution will not find 
us in breach of social 
distancing rules and 
RGU will open its 
doors once more. In 
the meantime, here 
is a digital copy 
of the magazine 
which never fails to 
extol the enthusiasm 
and passion of our 
Stage 2 students’ efforts.
Fashion has the 
extraordinary ability 
to innovate and transform. As an 
expressive tool that displays our 
identity, many of the features in this 
edition aim to challenge traditional 
views of fashion and present our 
uniqueness. 

Fiona Blunsdon, Editor
f.j.blunsdon@rgu.ac.uk
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IPSEITY
ip· se· ity | noun | individual identity

photographed by IAN YOUNG
styled and directed by ZOE MILNE & MORGAN TAYLOR

modelled by (left to right) SARAH ANDERSON, MOJI ADEFUWA, GABRIELLE GRANT, DIOGO MARQUES
 (front) POPPY KATARAT & BOBBY OLAJIDE



Strength lies in differences, 
not in similarities.

Diogo wears
top: Primark 
jeans: Mango
boots: River Island

Poppy wears
top: Primark
trousers: Primark
belt: Primark
boots: New Look
necklace: model’s own
earrings: River Island
watch: Casio
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Moji wears
top: Primark
bralette: F&F
shorts: model’s own
trainers: Nike

Sarah wears
top: Primark
bralette: M&S
trousers: Topshop
trainers: Converse
belt: River Island
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Diogo wears
shirt: Per Una
jeans: Mango

boots: River Island

Gabrielle wears
bodysuit: House of CB
skirt: Dolce & Gabbana
shoes: Christian Louboutin
earrings: Butler & Wilson
accessories: model’s own
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Bobby wears
top: Zara

trousers: H&M
hat: River Island

bag: Prada
watch: Casio

necklace: model’s own

Poppy wears
coat: River Island
belt: Primark
earrings: River Island



The music and fashion 
world have always been 
intertwined. However, 

recently women DJs have 
taken the plunge and are 
now flooding fashion norms. 
This DJ-turned-designer 
has collaborated with 
Japanese fashion label Comme 
des Garçons. “As a trans 
woman of colour, I’d never 
imagined that this would be 
possible,” Dijon posted on 
Instagram. “Thank you for 
allowing me to represent 
my culture, community, and 
my love for house music.” 
Her love for her community 
prevails within the DJ 
society and now integrating 
within the fashion world 
too. Her individual, 
minimlastic style finds 
outfits that are comfortable 
yet stylish.  Page by Emilie Flecher-Herd
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BLURRED LINES

Stylists: Abbie White and Dylan Jones
Photographers: Caitlin Goats and Connor Muskett 
Models: Ross Anderson, Caitlin Kurtto, 
Annie Lakeman and Lennon Jones
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BLURRED LINES
In a time of androgyny and genderless clothing, boys aren’t 

just wearing dresses on the runway anymore. 
Everyday fashion is breaking down the gender barriers.
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Tops: Adidas
Skirt: American Apparel
Trousers: Thrifted
Belt: Thrifted
Shoes: Adidas 
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Dresses: ASOS Collusion
Trousers: Next
Top: Topman
Shoes: Dr. Martens
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Article by Chloe-Helena Duff
Photography by Alex Todd

Eunice 
Olumide

AN INTERVIEW WITH
SUPERMODEL 

DESIGNERS,
DIVERSITY &
DISCRIMINATION



Eunice Olumide MBE is an Edinburgh born Supermodel, 
Actress, Broadcaster, and at times, Activist. Her resume 
boasts features in Vogue, ID Magazine and Dazed. After 
being scouted at the age of 15, the model, now 31, uses 
her influence to spark conversation and debate about 
a wealth of issues which affect us in the UK. Since her 
debut, Olumide has stunned on the catwalks of Christopher 
Kane, Mulberry and Henry Holland, to name but a few. Her 
appearances on Question Time and Good Morning Britain 
have been praised due to her ability to stand her ground 
whilst facing off against the likes of Piers Morgan. Eunice 
is a force to be reckoned with and to make changes within 
the fashion industry, we should pay attention to what she 
has to say. 

I had the pleasure of meeting Olumide in July at the V&A 
in Dundee. I was struck not just by her beauty and poise, 
but by her laid back, confident manner. The way she 
candidly spoke about her experiences within the modelling 
industry shed light on the highs, lows and mistreatment 
which models continue to face. Never before had I met 
a professional who spoke so openly about her journey. 
The world of fashion gives the impression of being elitist 
at times, with the successful keeping their secrets to 
themselves. Olumide on the other hand, was completely 
disarming when discussing not just her career, but how to 
navigate this secretive world.

As I listened in awe, it truly felt like having a conversation 
with a much cooler and wiser big sister. After getting my 
copy of her book ‘How to Get into Fashion’ signed and 
having a quick, slightly starstruck chat, I decided that 

Eunice would remain one to watch and that I’d love to work 
with her in some way during my career. After a few friendly 
Instagram messages, we agreed to this interview via email 
to fit in with her incredibly busy schedule. 

Diversity within the industry is something which many 
publications, fashion houses and even academics would 
have you believe is changing rapidly with the times. We 
live in the age of the ‘influencer’ - surely this means the 
forerunners within the industry are beginning to understand 
the public’s desire for change, recognition and diversity in 
terms of race, size and ability. Every season young people 
in particular are bombarded with fast fashion campaigns, 
preaching that we should love and embrace our true selves 
- but that just isn’t good enough. How can a new generation 

of individuals, especially those with aspirations to join 
the fashion industry, make changes when the examples 
we’ve been given are censored, cookie cutter images of 
‘perfection’? I went into this interview having researched 
articles which agreed with both sides of the coin - but 
after reading what Eunice had to say, I discovered that the 
industry as a whole has a lot more to do. 

C - In relation to diversity, has the fashion industry changed 
drastically since you began your career in modelling?

 E - It has only really changed in the last 3-5 years. In 
saying that, I do believe the Fashion Industry is 
certainly a leader in diversity when compared to other 
industries.

C - Based on your experience, do you think the fashion 
industry in the UK is far behind the rest of the world in 
terms of diversity in terms of casting for photoshoots and 
catwalk shows?

E - I think the Scottish Fashion Industry is far behind 
the rest of the world. England is actually at the 
forefront. There are a lot of strange ideas in Scotland 
such as ‘it’s not big enough’, ‘there is not enough 
work’ - I don’t think that’s the case at all. This kind 
of ‘downtrodden’, ‘kailyard’ ideology that we are 
somehow not good enough is constantly pumped into 
you by people in the creative industries. What is really 
fascinating is it’s the opposite in politics which makes 
no sense. I think many of the people in positions of 
power in the Scottish Fashion Industry are complacent 
and are actually not experienced enough in what 
people actually want. Neither do they follow trends.  

Another issue is, people in Scotland tend to keep 
their jobs for a lifetime so if you’re a fashion editor 
of a well known magazine and you don’t understand 
the relevance of diversity, ethnicity and ability, then 
we might not see that in a 20 year period. Or, if they 
just don’t like you in your entire career, you will never 
be used. In England and other parts of the world, the 
competition is so high that editors have no choice but 
to use the talent that the ‘people’ want as opposed to 
who they like and get on with or what agency they are 
aligned with.  This is rampant in the Scottish fashion 
scene with certain companies only using certain 

“Scotland is too small to be this 
short-sighted”

“I think many people in positions 
of  power in the Scottish Fashion 

Industry are complacent”

Olumide as photographed by Alex Todd in 201916



agencies and certain papers doing the same. 

Scotland is too small to be this short-sighted. It works 
for the agents, all they care about is making money but 
it doesn’t work for the models, who miss out on work 
depending on which agency they are with. 

Also people’s experience changes from generation 
to generation so it is extremely important to ensure 
that we hire the best or fresh people for the job, and 
not simply because we like them but because they 
are great at their job! Sometimes it feels like a lot of 
the individuals who work in fashion at a high level 
in Scotland are content at producing the status quo, 
rather than creating incredible art and using the tonnes 
of over qualified artists and designers who come out 
of universities and colleges across Scotland every 
year. We have produced more than 90% of the top 
design talent in the UK from Christopher Kane, to 
Henry Holland, Louise Gray and many many more.

We do not utilise our talent efficiently enough and we 
do not create enough opportunities here at home. This 
means most of our talent is lost to the international 
market which makes no sense. I am also extremely 
disappointed at the lack of representation of disabled 
people on our covers of magazines and in fashion 
editorial. It’s just not good enough in the 21st century.

C - I feel that highly respected publications (such as 
Vogue)  have a responsibility to push boundaries when it 
comes to diversifying the models we see in campaigns - 
would you agree? Do you think this demand for change 
needs to come more from consumers or the media?

E - I think that journalists have a social responsibility 
to represent the reality that we want of freedom, 
democracy and diversity, as opposed to pandering to a 
minority of people who may be racist or xenophobic.

C - In your opinion, has the rise of the Instagram model/
influencer working in collaboration with fast fashion brands 
helped move away from the rigid standards of beauty that 
we’re used to seeing?

E - No, Instagram just highlights the West’s obsession 
with youth and unnatural beauty.  Unfortunately it 
also exposes that many women are complicit in our 
own objectification and judgement in terms of beauty 
standards.
 
C - While researching for this article, I came across a 
Vogue feature in which fellow models, Naomi Campbell 
and Leomie Anderson, have discussed bringing their own 
foundation and concealer to be used on shoots and during 
runway shows as “make-up artists and hairstylists (who) 
aren’t proficient or prepared when working with black 
models.” 

“Instagram just highlights the 
West’s obsession with youth and 

unnatural beauty”

Based on your own experiences, is this comment still an 
accurate reflection of what goes on backstage within the 
industry?

E - 100% accurate and even worse at home in Scotland.  
I was personally blacklisted after complaining that a 
make up artist tried to colour in my face with an eye 
pencil. She worked for Chanel and the client obviously 
had no idea that they do not do black foundation in the 
UK when they booked her. 

Unfortunately, for me because of the stereotype of 
‘black women’ of course, I must have thrown a shoe 
at her or hit her with my mobile phone (joking - I did 
nothing of the sort).

I never got booked by that client again or any others in 
Scotland for many years. It was a really heartbreaking 
experience that I will never forget. 

It’s worse when you complain here, you are seen as 
difficult to work with, that you have a chip on your 
shoulder or are playing a card. Unfortunately we 
have not done enough to educate the nation on the 
realities of TST (the Transatlantic Slave Trade) and the 
contribution of the Afro Caribbean community.  If we 
had, perhaps people would not lack empathy in the 
way that they do. 

C - As a role model for young people going into the 
industry, what do you think we can do to continue pushing 
past the rigid parameters of beauty which have been so 
wrongly set?

E - Just keep being real.  Stay true to yourself and 
when you see something that is wrong, don’t be afraid 
to blow the whistle.

“It was a really heartbreaking 
experience that I will never forget”

Eunice’s book “How To Get Into Fashion” is available now
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Who did you get your inspiration from? Are you inspired by 
someone in particular? 
I am always on Pinterest to get my inspiration, I need to 
create my looks. Of course I don’t copy looks, I just like to get 
some ideas and then I create my styles with the ideas I like. 
With inspiration from Pinterest as well as working in River 
Island, I am always updated with upcoming trends and 
current trends. On Instagram for example, I follow a lot of 
fashion bloggers all over the world and they inspire me to use 

Forget The 
Label 

Written by Morgan Taylor

Who says that men can’t wear woman’s 
clothes? It’s time to forget about the 

department, opinions, and most of all, 
forget the label!

P   ortuguese fashion blogger and Instagrammer Diogo 
Marques is an expert in creativity with woman’s 
clothing and wants to inspire people that shopping 

for clothes has no boundaries. Marques shares his unique 
fashion style with his many followers, while encouraging 
men especially to step out of their comfort zone and explore 
what fashion has to offer.
 
24 year old Diogo Marques only recently moved to 
Aberdeen, starting a new life away from his childhood 
home in Portugal. Before moving, Marques gained a 
bachelor’s degree in performing arts and believes this is 
where his confidence and big personality grew stronger 
from. Although Diogo didn’t end up using his degree to 
become a dancer or singer, he enjoys his busy lifestyle 
working in fashion’s leading high street store, River Island 
as well as his full time commitment as a fashion and 
lifestyle blogger with hopes of becoming a content creator 
in the future. 

Diogo, do you feel pressured as a fashion blogger to look a 
certain way?
Of course I do. It’s really important to me that, when my 
followers are used to seeing me on my social media very 
fashionable and with bold clothes on, they aren’t disappointed 
when they meet me in person. I would hate to mislead people 
into a fake lifestyle. To avoid that, I always take care of myself 
to look a certain way when I leave the house. 
Even when I meet my friends at home, I will always put in 
effort and do my makeup. If I’m inviting people round to my 
home, I will most definitely not be in my pyjamas. However, 
I do have those days where I like to be more comfortable but 
even then I will opt for a baggy and cozy sweater and a pair of 
jeans, and I’m ready to go out in any circumstance.

Social media is one of the main reasons fashion bloggers 
feel pressured to dress and look a certain way. Nowadays, 
it’s all about trying to please everyone.



different trends from different cultures, such as bold colours 
which I enjoy experimenting with. It’s really good to be 
inspired by other fashion icons, who are on the same page as 
myself.

Do you consider yourself a transgender woman?
That is my favourite question because I get asked that all the 
time. I can tell you, 3 or 4 people on a daily basis ask me that 
question in particular because of my 
appearance. The answer is no, I do not 
consider myself transgender because I 
love being a man! Although, I love my 
long hair and do my makeup every day 
and mostly wear woman’s clothes. To 
be honest with you, I have never felt like a female or have 
never considered surgery to change who I am. I have a lot of 
transgender friends and we talk about this matter and that 
is when I began to realise for myself that they have felt like a 
woman since they can remember. In my case, I have never felt 
that way, I just love to wear woman’s clothing as it makes me 
confident in myself and they suit me!

So do you prefer woman’s clothes to men’s? Why?
It depends a lot on the clothing itself. For example, my jeans 
are all for women, but sometimes I like to wear men’s shirts, 
hoodies and sweaters as well. I like wearing women’s jeans 
because they are comfortable to me. My favourite style is the 
skinny jeans, but in the last couple of months I have been in 
love with straight jeans and even mom jeans as they are an 
incredible fit in my hips and butt. Normally, I don’t care if 
the clothes I buy are designed for a male or female. Before I 
purchase, I always think to myself how I can style it and what 
I can wear it with. If I like it, I will buy it.

If you have any tips to other men who want to experiment 
with woman’s clothing, what would they be?
My answer to this is pretty simple. We are in the 21st century 
and we need to be bolder the way we dress. As I am always 
saying, the bolder, the better! The best advise that I can give 
to other men who are afraid of coming out of their box, is just 
be you, no matter what people may say or think. They aren’t 
important to you. Be creative and don’t be afraid to take the 
risk and the opportunity. If you like the clothes, forget the title 
of the department, just go out and get it.

What are your personal thoughts/opinions about men 
wearing woman’s clothes?
As I said before, I really think men should be starting to come 
out of the box. There is nothing wrong if a guy wants to wear 
a women’s puffa jacket for instance. If woman are accepted 
when wearing men’s clothes, why should it be any different? 
The most important thing is for people to feel comfortable and 
confident about what they wear. We need to break the labels.

Scientists have actually found that brighter and more bolder 
clothes make you happier. This is a great excuse to explore 
fashion with different, more vibrant colours. 

Diogo, do you receive hate comments from the public as 
a male blogger who dresses feminine? If so, how do you 
tackle these comments? How do you overcome it and 
thrive?
Yeah I do receive hate. Since I was born, I have always felt I 
was different. As I said in the previous question, I have never 
felt like a woman, but I knew something was different in me. I 
always looked to other guys with different eyes for inspiration 
and as soon as I started growing up, I just came out of the 

closet because it was then that I realised, I shouldn’t have to 
pretend to be someone I am not. Because I could never hide 
my differences, I was a victim of bullying since I remember 
and that made me so much stronger. 
My parents would always support me and were always there 
to bring me up when I had heard things people had said about 
me. With all of this behind me now, I have such a strong 
personality and am really confident in myself. When I receive 

online abuse, I simply just delete the 
comments because that’s how much my 
self love has grown. Personally, no one is 
strong enough to tell me what they think 
about me, but behind a screen they 
become really strong and in my opinion, 

those people are weak and worthless. Maybe people that are 
not happy with themselves, find it easier to bring others down 
to make themselves feel better

Do you have an aim in life as a fashion blogger who wears 
woman clothes? What would you like to change?
First of all, my goal would be breaking the taboos on fashion. 
There is a lot of different styles in the world, I see a lot of 
people that just wear the same style because they are afraid 
of being different. We need to face the truth and break this 
mentality as we are all unique and that needs to be shown to 
the world. Thank god we have fashion bloggers who make it 
acceptable to be different. What I would really like is for my 
Instagram post’s to inspire people to come out the box. people 
need to be more authentic and forget the labels, because noone 
but themselves need to feel free to wear whatever they want.

Diogo Marques is such an aspiring role model with a 
positive mind set in changing fashion labels for the better. 
Being able to talk so openly about himself as a person and 
being a victim of bullying in the past is an eye opener to 
everybody. Life is too short, take the opportunity, take the 
risk. You could become just as enthusiastic and as positive 
Diogo.

“We are in the 21st century 
and we need to be bolder 

the way we dress”
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Stylist: Francesca Rondinone
Phtographers: Emily Reid, 
Joe Johnstone
Models: Francesca Rondinone, 
Jonathan Silu
Make up artist: Martina Kluchova
Outfits: British Heart Foundation
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Meet Sarah, a strong, brave and ambitious 25-year-old “emo girl 
at heart”. Sarah spent her whole life in a North-Eastern town 

in Scotland before moving to Belfast for a year in 2017. Although 
Belfast is somewhere she loves, she currently lives in Aberdeen where 
she works as an Operations Assistant for an 
oil firm – “It’s not my dream role, but it pays 
the bills,” she tells me. Sarah is a graduate 
of Robert Gordon University, where she has 
studied both undergraduate, BA Hons Events 
Management (2016), and postgraduate, 
MSc Digital Marketing (2019). She’s an avid 
concertgoer and lover of live music who takes care of all social media 
platforms for Huskyhaven, a small husky sledding centre located 
just outside of Stonehaven, where she is one of the lead volunteers. 
Sarah explains that volunteering at Huskyhaven was initially 
something she started doing when she didn’t have a full-time job, 
but gradually became a great love of hers. This isn’t where Sarah’s 
history with volunteering begins however, she started volunteering 
and fundraising for Crohn’s & Colitis UK, a charity very near to 
her heart, after being diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis. Sarah is one 
of the 10 million people who live with IBD worldwide. I couldn’t 
miss the opportunity to speak with Sarah about her experience with 
Ulcerative Colitis in depth.

What is IBD?
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) affects approximately 300,000 
people in the UK or approximately one in every 210 people. The 
two main types of IBD are Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis 
(UC). Both are long-term conditions that involve inflammation of 
the gut. The main difference is that Ulcerative Colitis only affects the 

colon (large intestine), whereas Crohn’s disease can affect any part of 
the digestive system. Crohn’s Disease affects approximately 5 million 
people worldwide and one in every 650 people in the UK, which 
equates to 115,000 people in the UK alone. Ulcerative Colitis, which 

is three times more common than Crohn’s, 
affects one in every 420 people in the UK. 
There are approximately 146,000 people 
with Ulcerative Colitis in the UK.
The most common symptoms that may occur 
in both forms of IBD include abdominal 
pain, diarrhoea, mouth ulcers, tiredness 

and fatigue, feeling generally unwell, loss of weight and appetite, 
anaemia, joint pain, areas of painful red and swollen skin and blood 
or mucus in stools. Symptoms vary depending on where in the gut 
is affected with Crohn’s, and how much of the colon is inflamed and 
how severe the inflammation is with Ulcerative Colitis

When were you first diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis and 
what lead to the diagnosis?
“I was first diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis when I was 15, just days 
before my 16th birthday but I know I should have been diagnosed 
much younger. I went to numerous doctors and was given multiple 
diagnoses, I had problems being believed by medical professionals. I 
knew something serious was developing when I started bleeding when 
I went to the bathroom. At one point I’d take up to 30 - 40 bathroom 
trips a day. Many people with IBD have a variety of symptoms and 
each individual has their own experiences. My main symptoms 
were chronic pain and blood loss when passing stools which hugely 
impacted my life as I had to start receiving iron infusions to steady 
my energy levels. After giving a [stool] sample, which showed strong 

“Every second of my life was 
consumed by the disease, I 

had no control of it anymore. I 
was facing a losing battle.”

IBD Didn’t Stop Her
The woman fighting stigma and advocating for body positivity 

while facing her own battles with Ulcerative Colitis



signs of blood, I underwent an endoscopy which confirmed I had 
severe Ulcerative Colitis. I was admitted into hospital immediately; I 
spent 4 weeks in hospital before my symptoms settled and was given 
IV steroids and immune suppressants.”

How did you come to terms with that diagnosis and adapt 
to living with UC?
“At first, everything was vague and I had no idea how my life was 
going to be impacted at all… fast forward 10 years and I had major 
surgery to get my entire large intestine removed. My advice to 
anyone in my situation is do your research. I have so much respect 
for the NHS, they saved my life, but they gave me very little support 
teaching me how my life would change, which is the main reason I 
started volunteering and reaching out online. Social media has a bad 
reputation for damaging mental health, but I needed it to save mine. 
I’m grateful for the hard times I went through in the beginning.”
 
 I saw on Facebook that you had your bowel removed and 
ileostomy bag fitted three years ago, what lead to that 
major surgery?
“When I was first admitted to hospital, it was explained that one day 
I might need surgery to have an ileostomy (stoma) bag fitted, but 
it’s really the last option when the disease becomes uncontrollable 
and detrimental to your life. I tried injections, drips of immune 
suppressants, steroids, suppositories and 13 different types of 
medication before surgery. By the time I was 23, every second of my 
life was consumed by the disease, I had no control of it anymore. 
I was facing a losing battle. Three days after phoning my 
consultant and explaining I’d consider surgery, I was lying on 
the operating table with an X marked on my stomach where 
my new stoma would be. The surgery was intense and I 
was unprepared for how difficult recovery would be. I must 
admit, my life would have been easier if I had this surgery 
sooner. My disease never went into remission, meaning 
by the time I finally underwent surgery I was chronically 
unwell. An ileostomy has changed my life, 3 years on I’m 
still struggling to accept that it’ll be with me forever.”
 
Do you find it challenging living with an 
‘invisible illness’?
 “Living with an invisible illness is difficult. 
It’s bittersweet now I have my stoma 
bag because it’s not always invisible. 
I’ve seen both sides: looking good but 
living in extreme pain, and being at 
my healthiest and pain-free but being 
judged for my stoma bag; every single 
person judges visually seeing a stoma 
bag on someone’s stomach.” 
 
You’re very open about your 
health, which I find remarkable and 
extremely brave, what motivated you 
to share your experience?
“The main reason I started sharing my 
experience is because I felt isolated, but 
I surely wasn’t the only one who wasn’t 
grateful to be going through this? I vented my 
frustrations online about being chronically 
ill at university; my friends didn’t invite me 
out because they decided I was too unwell 
to socialise. Crohn’s & Colitis UK shared my 
story on their public charity Facebook page 
and it got thousands of likes and shares. It 
went viral overnight; I was swamped with 
messages from other students with similar 
circumstances, thankful I had shared the 

negative reality of being ill. It made me realise I had the potential to 
influence and help others.
 
“Social media is swamped with inspiring people praising their stoma 
bag and I almost felt guilty I didn’t feel this way after surgery. I first 
posted about my stoma expressing that, although I was thankful, I 
missed my body and despite surgery, I didn’t feel massively better. 
Hundreds messaged me telling me it was refreshing to have someone 
openly, bluntly but truthfully speak about the negative side of 
surgery. I now use Instagram as an open diary to discuss my stoma, 
colitis and how it affects my mental health and body image. There’ll 
always be people who send hate, but remember these strangers can be 
removed from your life as quickly as pressing block. Helping others 
also helped me heal, but I won’t post anything when I feel negative 
or like I can’t help myself.” 
 
You’re on the frontline battling traditional ‘beauty 
standards’ and fighting stigma with your ileostomy bag, 
how has body positivity advocacy impacted your identity?
“Body positivity is an on-going battle and I’ve struggled with 
confidence my whole life. Finding confidence in your own skin is 
difficult for anyone, but especially with a stoma bag. I’ve never felt 
naked or free with it, I constantly feel it on me. Our generation 
believes beauty is only achieved by looking a certain way, but beauty 
comes from confidence, regardless of your body type. 
 

“With a stoma bag, you’re forced to accept how your 
new body looks and many people celebrate this 

new life because it gives you much more freedom 
than most people living with chronic illness 
will ever have. I think a huge part of identity 
is simply growing up. I matured faster than a 
lot of my peers due to my health. I know I’m 

strong and face my disease with an honest 
attitude, but I never let anyone undermine 
my achievements or capabilities. 

 
“The best thing about fashion is 

that there is no one way to dress, 
no ‘one-style-fits-all’. It’s a way 

of expressing your emotion and 
self-perception. A unique and 
edgier style is important to 

me; I never let anyone tell 
me how I should dress or 
look.
 

“My advice to anyone 
experiencing any form of 

chronic illness, trauma, or surgery is to always 
remember who you want to be. Although 
you may be far from your goals, keep yourself 

grounded and focus on YOU. Focus on loving 
your skin, forget trying to be someone else. 
By sharing your experiences in life, you 
allow others to learn, and you will grow and 
you will glow.” 
 
I admire how honest Sarah is with her 
health, her success amazes me despite 
the hand she’s been dealt and the 
experiences she has had. I hope sharing 
her story has inspired and empowered 
not only those affected by IBD but 
women too. Sarah’s story displays 
how resilient and strong we can be, 
regardless of the challenges we face.

Written by Zoe Milne 
Photos courtesy of 

Sarah Anderson & Ian Young
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How to stand out 
when we are all 
standing together
Unaccepting, judgemental and harsh, our society needs to 
change. Stand together but never lose yourself.



2020
The Vision
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Be bold
Be you

In a room full of 
everybodys
Be a somebody
(Left) Blue Vanilla Faux Fur Patchwork Jacket
Lucy & Yak Black Dungarees
(Right) I Saw It First Neon Pink Faux Fur Jacket
Boohoo Diamante Choker Black Bodycon Dress
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Be bold
Be you

(Left) Bazaar Marble Faux Fur Jacket 
(Right) Topshop Multicoloured Shaggy Faux Fur Coat

Boohoo Black Basic Cycling Shorts
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Don’t lose you 
trying to find 

everybody 
else

Models (left to right) - Emilie Fletcher-Herd, 
Roisin Hamilton-Pringle, Craig Dyker & Courtney Barr

Photography - Elaine Jamieson & Michelle Sinclair
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A lot that can be said by the outfit you formulate each 
morning. 
When selecting the colours and textures of your attire 
for the day ahead, you’re piecing together a story for 
everyone from onlookers, to peers and colleagues. 
Play with colour or stay chic with neutrals. 
Follow trends or start your own. 
How you piece together an outfit can differentiate       
between making a statement or merging into the crowd. 
From mirror selfies to carefully posed shots, so many of 
us love to share our outfits with the digital world. 
So, as you contemplate the possiblities with all the items 
in your wardrobe each day, what story are you telling? 

identity.
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At the beginning of the year 2000, a massive 
change happened within society: the rise of social 
networking. In 2004, Mark Zuckerberg invented 
Facebook, and it changed completely the way we live 

our lives. 
In less than 15 years, it became more important to keep your 
Facebook profile updated and to maintain a high following on 
Instagram than to live in the moment. Our life began to revolve 
around the way other people see us.
 
The Internet did not just change the way we live our lives; it also 
changed the way we approach fashion. New “figures” appeared 
in the fashion word: Fashion Bloggers and Instagrammers. 
They began to advertise fashion brands by posting pictures on 
Instagram and other social media accounts. 
For this article, a buyer of an important Italian luxury shop called 
“Al Duca d’Aosta” has been interviewed, about her vision of 
the buyer as a job now, and how fashion week changed with the 
arrival of social media.

Starting from the beginning, could you tell us your name, the 
job you did and when you started.
“My name is Gigliola Ceccato and I have been a buyer for the 
shop Al Duca d’Aosta since around 1972.”

As some people do not know what a buyer does, could you 
explain it for us?
“The work of a buyer is basically buying clothes for the shop 
they work in. It changed a lot in these past 40 years... I remember 
when I started working just as a junior buyer, it was the end of 
the 60s and the word “buyer” did not even exist in the Italian 
fashion world. Our job did not have a name at all! We were the 
ones taking care of buying clothes. That was it.”

You said that the work of a buyer at the beginning was really 
different from the job now, how did it change?
“When I started working, showrooms did not exist. There 
were company representatives coming to our headquarters and 
showing us the entire collection. Everything was way more 

HOW THE FASHION 
WORLD CHANGED, 

BEFORE AND AFTER 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Gigliola Ceccato gives us an insight about how her job as a buyer has 
changed and how the fashion world changed after social media.

By Francesca Rondinone
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relaxed. These people stayed in our headquarters for days! We 
started working in the morning, but we had a break straightaway 
to get some coffee and breakfast. If we got tired around 4pm, we 
just stopped working and started playing cards… Nothing that 
you could do now! At that time there were just two collections 
a year; a spring/summer and an autumn/winter one. Could you 
believe that we had to work for four months only? When we 
started going to Milan to see the first showrooms, they were 
just small rooms. I remember that Burberry and Ralph Lauren 
showrooms were tiny rooms with loads of clothes inside them, 
very different from the showrooms they have now.”

Since you became a buyer, you got to go to a lot of fashion 
shows. Which show in particular do you remember most? 
“Definitely Gianfranco Ferrè shows. They were special. He 
was the first one to host a real haute couture fashion show, 
everything was planned carefully, from the order that the models 
were presented and the colours that were shown on the catwalk. 

Designers back in the day were not interested in showing 
everything in a particular order. Ferrè was the only one to care 
about the visual impact of his shows. It was amazing. Years later 
we started buying Gucci for the shop. These shows were always 
really beautiful and very well planned.”

Members of the public that attended a fashion show in the 
past was very different to those that attend now. Were fashion 
shows also quite different then, than what they are today? 
“Fashion shows were completely different from what you see 
on social media now. In the 70s/80s the only people that could 
attend a show were buyers, photographers and some journalists. 
Now it is all about which celebrity and fashion blogger attends 
the show. The more celebrities you have, the more you are 
important. Every show now is going to be livestreamed on 

Instagram and Facebook, so that everybody can see it. It is not 
really about the clothes anymore. Plus, now it is not just a show, 
it is a proper event. They have these beautiful locations, dinners 
and after parties. All that did not exist in the past.”

From your personal experience, was it easier then to create a 
relationship or just meet the designer than it is to now? 
“It was way easier knowing designers at that time, they were 
always at the showroom. For example, Jil Sander was quite 
often there, talking with clients. It was beautiful because it was 
possible to create a personal bond with the designer. Jil Sander 
loved to know what buyers thought about the collection, what 
could have been changed or even adjusted. Also, Karl Lagerfeld 
and Saint Laurent were always at their own showroom, ready 
to chat with us. Nowadays you will never find the designer in 
the showroom, they are too busy trying to figure out what to 
do in their next collection. I remember when Gianfranco Ferrè 
was not famous and his brand was small, he always came to 
the headquarters to show us his collection. I have really great 
memories of him.”

When did your job start to become more international? For 
example importing clothes from France or the USA.
“We loved to have French clothes, such as Cacharel clothes. I 
remember the first time they came to our headquarters; it was 
really scandalous. They brought these models, really beautiful 
women, but they were not wearing any bras. We were in shock. 
In our shops we also had Saint Clair and Mac Douglas, it was 
gorgeous. 
The first shipment with Calvin Klein was quite funny. It was the 
first time for them to sell in Italy, the shipment happened to be 
more expensive than the clothes themselves.”

Another important change that happened in the fashion 
world is online deliveries. Does Al duca d’Aosta sell online?
“We proudly do online deliveries. We started collaborating 
with Farfetch eight years ago, right before opening our own 
online website. This sector of the fashion world is now currently 
changing. When we first started delivering online, the main 
countries that we delivered to were Italy and Europe. Then we 
moved more to Arabic and Asian countries, and just yesterday we 
had to ship a parcel to Cambodia. It is incredible how the market 
changed so quick in just a few years. Nowadays a big number of 
our customers both in shop and online are from Asia. They are 
our new market.”

As a personal opinion, do you like fashion week and the job 
of buyers more back in the day or do you think it is better 
now? 
“It is just so different. Everything goes so fast now; designers 
have to make so many collections, so much so that they do 
not even have to time to think carefully about what they are 
doing! They keep making more and more clothes without ever 
stopping. Buyers do not have time either. They need to organise 
the entire shop and decide what to buy so quickly, trying to care 
about the environment at the same time. It is crazy how a piece 
of clothing could be considered fashionable just for a couple 
of months before being ‘old’ and thrown away. It is so bad that 
luxury brands would rather burn their own clothes when they 
are not sold, instead of selling them for less. It is such a waste of 
so many beautiful items. Just think about how many hours these 
designers spent on creating an item for a luxury brand. I really 
wish we could go back to having two collections a year instead 
of four. That would be a good way to help the environment.”

Thanks go to Gigliola Ceccato for talking to us and giving us 
an insight into fashion buying in Italy then and now.

I was the first one to buy Calvin Klein 
and DKNY and bring them to Italy. 
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The Instagram
 Edit

Models: Hannah Golightly & Katy Simpson
Photographer: Angus Bennie
Stylist: Lois Henderson

Top: Pink Trousers - Oh Polly, £40
Pink Teddy Coat - Missguided, £80
White Body - Missguided, £10
Fawn Teddy Coat - Missguided,  £24
Black Jeans - Model’s Own
Trainers - Model’s Own
Right & Above: Backpack - Missguided, £27
Joggers - Missguided, £20
Teddy Coat - Model’s Own
Sweatshirt - Missguided, £15
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My Experience as a Social Media ‘Influencer’ 
An honest reflection on Instagram as a job 

In April 2019 during my spring break from university, an 
established brand reached out to me and gave me the opportunity to 
be part of a new student campaign that they were running. Boohoo 
is a billion-dollar online fashion store which also has stakes in well-
known companies, PrettyLittleThing and Nasty Gal. 

Boohoo had been contacting people via email, having scouted 
them out on Instagram and sending them information about the 
campaign and asking who else they thought would be a good match 
for representing the brand. Originally, I was not contacted by them 
which is no surprise considering at the time I had just over one 
thousand followers and was only posting outfit pictures here and 
there when I was on holiday or out and about with friends. However, a 
friend with a much bigger following than myself, was contacted and 
gave them my email as a recommendation. As a result of this, they 
reviewed my Instagram profile and emailed me asking to be a part of 
the QueensOnCampus campaign. 

The campaign involved 25 girls from Scotland, North England, 
South England and Ireland; many of the selected girls had already 
worked for brands and had a range of 10k to 20k followers on their 
social media. I was very excited to get this opportunity as being a 
fashion student, I love clothes and have always enjoyed the process 
of putting together outfits and documenting my looks through the 
app Instagram. Although, at this point I had little following, I was less 
concerned about my image and posted because I enjoyed it, it never 
occurred to me that there might become a time I would dread the 
processes of posting pictures online. 

 Once the girls were selected, contracts were sent out that would 
state the terms and agreements, the campaign would run from April to 
September 2019 and in exchange for free Boohoo clothes, we would 
do a certain amount of posts and stories for the brand. In order to be 
a part of the campaign you also had to attend a training day with the 
other girls from your district, this made me so nervous, it was like 
starting high school all over again. Would people like me? Would my 
outfit be ok? I had absolutely no idea what to expect.

The actual event was like nothing I had ever experienced before. 
Champagne upon arrival, there was a private room with rails of 
clothes and make up, we got giftboxes with our names on them 
and goodies inside. I felt prestigious and special and after years of 
following bloggers and watching them attend similar events, it was 
surreal to experience this first-hand. 

 They talked us through the campaign and there was a lot of 
incentives, the better we did the more recognition from the brand we 
got and this meant prizes such as trips and beauty treatments. That 
was when I really felt I had to not only do well but almost better than 
others. I’ve never been a particularly competitive person and it wasn’t 
about the other girls, it was that a large part of me felt like I had 
something to prove. I felt like I had to earn my place in the industry 
because now that I had the clothes and the events, I didn’t want them 
taken away. 

The day after the event, I was on a complete high. I met great 
girls, had a good time and got plenty of goodies. I was ready to start 
creating content for the brand, and all I wanted to do was get pictures. 
Once I was back in Aberdeen I couldn’t focus on anything else, I lost 
interest in university; my mind was completely distracted.

 I conducted a survey with 14 of the girls from the campaign and 
asked questions on their influencing experiences. 100% agreed with 
the question, “Do you feel you could create better content if it was 
your job and could dedicate all your time to it?” This surprised me 
as I thought people enjoyed taking pictures and capturing outfits as 
more of a passionate hobby. However, I have to say that if it is your job 
then the advantage is already there as you can really dedicate time 
to taking better images than others. Going out and getting images did 
feel as though it was my job and 43% of the influencers I asked agreed 
that getting content, “feels like work but work I like doing,” 50% just 
found it enjoyable and one influencer actually said they didn’t enjoy 
it at all. I don’t think people on the outside realise how much work 
it actually is when you are a student or have a job as there’s only so 

many hours of the day and you want to get great images for the brand 
so you can move forward and there’s so much more to it than just 
snapping a pic.

Once Summer began I moved back home and started working 
intensely. I was working on site away from home, five out of seven 
days a week and this left two days to get pictures for Boohoo. This 
was when I really started to feel fake. I was putting outfits on for less 
than an hour just to get a picture then changing into something else. 

 I began to feel like a fraud and the social media platform I used to 
love for its authenticity was becoming something else. I am not alone 
in this as 100% of the influencers admitted they have worn something 
for a picture then never put it on again and 78% admitted that once 
they have posted a picture in something they feel they can’t wear it 
again. There is a constant demand for new things, new outfits, new 
trends especially on such fast-paced apps like Instagram and you 
become wrapped up in not only taking pictures but ‘revolutionary’ 
images.

 I also struggled with just finding places to get the pictures, I live 
in the countryside so would have to commute to cities just for an 
Instagram background and it seemed as if I was at a disadvantage 
for location. Of course, I think creativity plays a huge part and people 
can get great pictures all over Scotland but myself and 50% of the girls 
agreed that people that live in places like London for example, have 
an advantage. In bigger cities cool locations are at your door step and 
even the architecture gives you great picture opportunities. 

By August, two other brands had reached out to me and I spent any 
free time I had getting pictures for them, it was fun but it also became 
quite stressful. When I asked people in the survey the negatives of 
influencing this really resonated, 

“I think that influencing on social media can be uplifting for your 
confidence. However, if you have got fully ready with makeup and 
an outfit and don’t get a picture you like/want to post it can be very 
disheartening.” 

I completely understand this statement as by the end of Summer I 
was at a complete low, constantly analysing pictures of myself made 
me hate myself, all I could see was my flaws in every picture and 
my confidence plummeted. Even if I liked outfits I felt I couldn’t wear 
them again because they just looked so bad on me, I asked in my 
survey if this upset anyone else and 64% of girls said it got to them 
and 21% admitted that it had in the past but they worked through it. 

When the programme ended in September, I thought I would feel 
relieved but I didn’t, I just felt like I didn’t really have a purpose. I 
became so set in having outfits for everything and needing pictures 
I found myself just buying clothes to fill a void and make myself feel 
better and I still felt I had nothing to wear. I put little effort into my 
appearance because I didn’t see a need to. In the end, getting up and 
ready for the day and experimenting with outfits was a positive and 
gave me a reason to go out and get content. 

Something I genuieny enjoy doing when I am not putting that 
pressure on myself to be perfect all the time, or picture ready 24/7.  

In no way do I want to sound ungrateful for the opportunity that 
I was given and I loved creating photos and met some great girls 
through the campaign. Boohoo themselves had no part to play in 
my own personal issues and looking back I learned a lot about the 
industry. Through my story and statistics from other influencers I just 
want people to see that it’s not all glitz and glamour and fun events. 
You have to be very prepared and thick skinned to handle negative 
comments and focus on what you’re doing instead of everyone else, 
worrying that they are doing better than you. 

 Knowing what I know now If I was asked to work for any other 
brand again I would definitely take the opportunity, I would just relax 
a bit more. I spent six months completely obsessed with getting 
pictures and in the process destroyed my self-esteem and for what? 
For people to look at my picture for 5 seconds, appreciate it, not see 
the flaws I see in myself and keep scrolling. What I enjoy is clothes, 
creating outfits and getting cool photos and if I can share that with 
like-minded people then that is a positive thing. 

 by Chloe Young
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SISTERHOOD 
A celebration of female beauty, 
strength and friendship  

Models from left to 
right; Holly Smith, 
Ally Cookson, 
Sophie Keston 
and Isla Patterson. 
Styled and 
photographed by 
Chloe Young 
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Holly wears; Pretty 
Little Thing top, 
Boohoo belt, Lace 
& Beads tulle midi 
skirt
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Isla wears; ASOS 
Design maxi cowl 
dress, NYX liquid 
liner in fire. 
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Sophie wears; Boohoo 
sequin suit, NYX metallic 
liner in silver 
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Ally wears; ASOS 
Design denim square 
neck frill smock 
dress
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Rachel wears:
Boots - Debenhams 
Ellie wears:
Heels - Topshop
Leah wears:
Dress - River Island

STYLIST - LEAH CRan. photographer - AMANDA CLUBB
MODELS - LEAH CRAN, RACHEL MOIR & ELLIE YEATS

STROBE
BRIGHTENING THE WORLD 
ONE STROBELIGHT AT A TIME



Ellie wears:
Top - Cameo Rose 
Skirt - Topshop
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Rachel wears: 
Top - Pretty Little Thing 
Trousers - Urban Outfitters
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Leah wears: 
Jumpsuit - Girl In Mind
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Satin, ruched and sparkling. The ultimate glam 
styles to set the tone for your night out.

Blonde Bombshells
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Creative Director: Charlotte Parker
Photographer: Cameron Hunter
Location: Sandman Signature Hotel 
Aberdeen
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All dresses: Oh Polly
Jewellery: Model’s Own
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Models: Ellie Cook, Elise Nicholson and Sian Thomson



IN THE PINK
Mean Girls may have said “On Wednesdays we wear pink”, but we think 
that every day of the week deserves a pop of pink.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

8

1. Primark headband £4, 2. M&Co. headband £5, 3. Oliver Bonas scarf £39, 
4. Dorothy Perkins trainers £23, 5. Dune high heels £85, 6. Glamorous skirt £25, 
7. Miss Selfridge shirt £32, 8. Dorothy Perkins trousers £20, 9. Dorothy Perkins blazer £35, 
10. Glamorous dress £32, 11. M&Co. rollnecks £18 each, pink skirt £26, belt £8, berry dress £35

By Ciara Murray
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CONFIDENT 
 IN  

COLOUR 
Express your fun side no 

matter what the occasion 
by adding a selection of 

daring colour combinations 
to your wardrobe. 

Models: Catherine Ramsay & Eilidh Rough
Photographer: Eoghann Sinclair 

Stylists: Eilidh Mellis & Ashleigh Munro



Jumper: River Island 
Trousers: New Look 
Bag: Topshop 
Shoes: Primark

Top: 2ndday
Trousers: Oasis
Bag: Skinnydip
Shoes: Converse



Blouse: Zara 
Trousers: Miss Selfridge 
Bag: Skinnydip



Blouse: NA-KD
Trousers: ASOS
Shoes: Primark
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Jumper: River Island
Trousers: New Look
Bag: Topshop
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monochromatic
/mo.nuh.kruh.ma.tuhk/

adjective
containing or only 
using one colour

Photographer: Christie Johnston
Models: Ruby Mair, 
Fabienne Renwick, Rianna Cox
Stylist: Rianna Cox



Rianna: 
Joggers - Pretty Little Thing £12
Top - Zara £19.99
Shoes - Pretty Little Thing £30

Ruby:
Joggers - Pretty Little Thing £12
Shoes - Alexander McQueen £365
Top - Model’s own
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Fabienne:
Bodysuit - Model’s own
Joggers - Nike £37.95
Shoes - Alexander McQueen £365



Ruby:
Dress - Zara £49.99
Shoes - Alexander McQueen £365

Ruby:
Trousers - Pretty Little Thing £15
Top - Pretty Little Thing £15
Shoes - Model’s own
Fabienne:
Model’s own clothes

Fabienne:
Top - Pretty Little Thing £8
Jeans - Model’s own

Rianna:
Bodysuit - Pretty Little Thing £12
Joggers - Pretty Little Thing £18
Hairband - Primark £5
Shoes - Alexander McQueen £365
Jacket - Model’s Own
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Dress is...

Models: Ola Kabat & Natalia Maciejczyk
Photography: Dorota Puszkiewicz
Hair & Makeup: Natalia Maciejczyk
Stylist: Ola Kabat 

...Classic 
Jeans: Zara

Jacket: Pretty Little Thing
60



Leather Jacket: Boohoo 
Leather Jeans: Primark 
Sport Bras: Calvin Klein
Belt: Gucci

Leather Jacket: Quiz
Belt: Primark

Watch: Juicy Couture

Dress is... ...Classic 
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Blazer: Amisiu 
Belt: Gucci 

Heels: Public Desire

...Confident
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1. £59, Miss Selfridge    2. £39.99, Deichmann    3. £34.99, Deichmann    4. £12, Primark    5. £150, Dune    6. £35, Miss Selfridge  
7. £65, Head Over Heels    8. £45, Miss Selfridge    9. £34.99, Deichmann    10. £79, Office    11. £150, Deichmann    12. £42, Very    

13. £150, Dune    14. £59.99, Deichmann    15. £39.99, Deichmann    16. £75, Joe Browns
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From basic to bold to blatantly brilliant
 boots are a footwear staple - but they 

don’t have to be boring. Pick a pair and
 spice up your souls.

Bootie Call
Product Page by Katy Simpson
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Effortlessly 
Cool Let the colour 

do the talking

Models: Jade McBrearty, Elsa Muir & Daisy Sargent
Stylists: Ellie Cook  & Rebecca Jackson
Photographers: Beata Bielawska Orzechowska & 
Sonia Czosnek
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Elsa wears
Playsuit Topshop
Shoes Dr. Martens
Sunglasses In The Style
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Elsa wears
Short suit ASOS
Top Model’s own

Jade wears
Suit Missguided
Bodysuit Motel Rocks
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Daisy wears
Boilersuit Nasty Gal
Sunglasses Model’s own

Jade wears
Boilersuit Nasty Gal 
Shoes ASOS
Sunglasses Model’s Own
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Models - Marley Lawrence, Charlotte Bevan
Photographer - Lukasz Pietrzak
Styling - Lauren Willetts

the 90s are back
and they’re here to stay

Charlotte wears; 
Jacket - Charity shop, £11
Jeans - Topshop, £40

Marley wears; 
Jumper - Adidas, £33
Socks - Kappa, £12
Bag - PlayStation, £39.99
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Charlotte wears; 
Jeans - Topshop, £40
Top - Asda, £6
Shoes - Nike, £79.95
Chain - Model’s Own

Marley wears; 
Top - Redbubble, £14.42
Shoes - Bershka, £32.99
Jacket - GE Kohler GMBH, Vintage
Hat - ASOS, £8
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Charlotte wears; 
Top - isawitfirs, £7
Belt - Nasty Gal, £6
Chain - ASOS, £10

Marley wears; 
Hat- Calvin Klein, £30
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THE BOYS ARE 
BACK! 

AND SO IS THE 90S
The fashion that resurrects time

Photographer: Anya Wyllie
Stylist: Anya Wyllie

Models: Craig Stewart and Michael Angel 
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Michael wears:
Burberry jacket,
Stüssy long sleeve T-shirt,
Dickies trousers,
Converse x Comme des Garçon high tops
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Craig wears:
Karl Jackson duffle coat,
Stussy long sleeve T-shirt,
Ted Baker leather belt,
ASOS skinny trousers 
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DESIGNER LABELS 
FOR 

THE LOW 

Prada
2-Way bag 
RRP £750

Bought for £160

Commes des Garcons SHIRT 
Multi tartan wool jacket 

RRP £550
Bought for £70

Needles Nepenthes
 Narrow track pant 

RRP £365
Bought for £100

Kiko Kostadinov x Asics
Gel Burz 2 
RRP £220 

Bought for £90

How buying second hand designer goods can save 
you a fortune as well as being environmentally 

friendly 

Prada
Luna Rossa duffle  
Promotional gift 
Bought for £40

Curated & Photographed by Harvey Lenton 
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City to Mountain gear
City to mountain gear is a new fashion 
movement fusing performance trails 
gear with high fashion design. Outfits 
styled with the intention of functionality 
with either easy of movement or layers 

to help against the elements.

Photography: Michael Figueiredo
Stylist: Harvey Lenton



Cap: Salomon 
Shirt: Comme des Garçons
Trousers: Polar Karate Pants
Shoes: ASICS x Kiko Kostadinov
Bag: Arc’teryx Lunara
Gloves: Head

Model: Harvey Lenton
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Cap: Arc’teryx
Jacket: Arc’teryx 
Trousers: Yardsale 
Shoes: Prada 
Bag: Prada
Gloves: Head

Model: Cameron Lenton
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Jacket: ASICS x 
Kiko Kostadinov
Trousers: Stüssy 
Shoes: ROA Hiking 
Bag: Arc’teryx

Model: Harvey Lenton
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BARBER BOYS
WORKING IN STYLE, 
CREATING STYLE

MODELS: DAMIAN KALINOWSKI AND BRANDAN MILNE
PHOTOGRAPHER: MARZAN AHMED 
STYLIST: AMIE ANNAND
BARBER: HOMBRE 
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SWEATER: ASOS £35
TROUSERS: JACK JONES £45
SHOES: CONVERSE £55

SHIRT: ASOS £20
T-SHIRT: TOPMAN £8
TROUSERS: TOPMAN £35
TRAINERS: YEEZY 700 £249



SHIRT: PULL&BEAR £23.99
T-SHIRT: VANS £23
TROUSERS: ASOS £55
SHOES: CONVERSE £55

GILET: ASOS £30
T-SHIRT: SUPREME £70
TROUSERS: TOPMAN £35
SHOES: YEEZY 700 £249
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Bringin’ It BackBringin’ It Back
move forward with fashion by taking it back in timemove forward with fashion by taking it back in time

L A U R E N

Jacket: Topshop

Top: Boohoo

Jeans: Primark
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M A R L E Y 

Jacket: New Look

Top: Primark

Jeans: ASOS

Belt: Diesel

Shoes: Nike

Necklace: ASOS



L A U R E N 

Top: New Look

Jacket: Vintage Kam

Skirt: F&F at Tesco
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L A U R E N 

Top: New Look

Jacket: Vintage Kam

Skirt: F&F at Tesco

J O R J A

Top: New Look

Jeans: Topshop

Shoes: Converse

M A R L E Y

Top: Marks & Spencer

Jeans: ASOS

Socks: Champion

Shoes: Nike

Belt: Diesel

L E W I S

Top: New Look

Jeans: New Look

Boots: Dr. Martens
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J O R J A 

Jacket: H&M

Top: Marks & Spencer

Jeans: Brandy Melville
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MODELS: Jorja Clarke, Lauren Willets, Marley Lawrence, Lewis Mann

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Olivia Wilson & Tujana Cholewinska

STYLED BY: Catherine Ramsay & Katy Simpson

LOCATION: Foodstory, Aberdeen
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L E W I S

Jacket: George at Asda

Top: New Look

Jeans: Topshop

Boots: Dr. Martens
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A NOD 
TO THE 
NINETIES

Stylist: Ciara Murray
Photographers: Alexandria Galloway & Ciara Murray
Models: Gráinne Forde, Éabha Lyons & Katherine Kelly
Photoshoot Assistant: Olivia Przepióra

From casual double denim to Clueless 
inspired check print, these 90’s kids are 
bringing it all back.
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Bodysuit - Topshop
Blazer - River Island
Scarf - Primark
Jewellery - Model’s own
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Dress - Primark
Coat - Primark
Handbag - Primark
Earrings - Topshop
Boots - Dr. Martens
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Jacket - Primark
Top - Primark
Jeans - Topshop
Handbag - New Look
Shoes and jewellery - Model’s own



Top - New Look
Jacket - Primark
Jeans - Topshop
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CALIFORNIA 
DREAMING

CALIFORNIA 
DREAMING 

1970s inspired style  for the 21st century girl 

HEATHER wears  -
Black Sabbath ‘Masters of Reality’ Tee - £25
Metal Guru Flares - £34
Straight to Hell Studded Biker Jacket - £98
Tusk Coin Necklace - £22
Selection of Sterling Silver Rings

Stylist  -  Chloe-Helena Duff
Photographer -  Corinne Ferdinand

Models  -  Heather Bews-Ivins & Louisa  Roberston
Clothing & Accessories  provided  by Little  Lies



CALIFORNIA 
DREAMING

CALIFORNIA 
DREAMING 

1970s inspired style  for the 21st century girl 

LOUISA wears  -
Queen of Peace Blouse - £34
Black Treacle Faux Leather Trousers - £38
Gold Cross & Pearl Necklace - £18
Selection of Sterling Silver Rings
Sunglasses - Model’s Own
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LOUISA wears  -
Led Zepplin 75’ Tee - £25

Diamonds and Rust Silky Maxi Skirt - £32
Tusk Coin Necklace - £22
Western Velvet Belt - £12

Selection of Sterling Silver Rings
Sunglasses - Model’s Own
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HEATHER wears -
My Obsession Silky Tiger Skirt - £24

Blackbird Lace Bodysuit - £32
Gimme Shelter Aviator Coat - £98
Selection of Sterling Silver Rings

Sunglasses - Model’s Own

LOUISA wears -
Diamonds and Rust Silky Skirt - £32

Sugar Mama Suede Coat - £98
Sunglasses & Boots -  Model’s Own
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LOUISA wears  -
Led Zepplin 75’ Tee - £25
Black Treacle Faux Leather Trousers - £38
Tusk Coin Necklace - £22
Straight To Hell Studded Biker Jacket - £98
Selection of Sterling Silver Rings
Sunglasses & Boots - Model’s Own
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HEATHER wears  -
Gold Dust Woman Shaggy Cardigan - £46

Blackbird Lace Bodysuit - £32
Selection of Sterling Silver Rings

Sunglasses & Trousers - Model’s Own



Don’t Let  
the Trends  
Float Away 

Catch that effortless Autumn style

Photographer - Raina Owens
Model - Heather Callaghan
Stylist - Raina Owens
Make-up & Hair - Heather Callaghan

Camel Trench Coat - New Look 
Tartan Mini Skirt - Primark
Shirt - Model’s Own
Belt - Model’s Own
Black Heeled Boots - New Look
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New Look,
Baker Boy Hat 
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Photographer - Lauren Elise Polson
Models - Hannah Golightly, Ellie Cook, Emma Milne 
and Stephanie McEwan
Stylist - Hannah Golightly 

Inspiration - Holly Golightly, Breakfast at Tiffany’s
Dress - Pretty Little Thing

FASHION
ICONS



Jumper - Billionaire Boys Club
Shorts - Pretty Little Thing
Shoes - Nike

Inspiration - Princess Diana
Blazer - Boohoo
Bag - J by Jasper Conran
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Inspiration - Victoria Beckham
Top - Warehouse
Trousers - New Look
Boots - Model’s Own
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Inspiration - Blake Lively
Left: Coat - New Look
Bag - Topshop
Right: Dress - Boohoo
Coat - Warehouse
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Make orBreak
Upgrade your outfit with accessories that stand out

Stylist - Ilona Soininen     Model - Milla Ranin     Photographer - Alina Wojciechowska

Shirt: Zara
Skirt: H&M
Bag: Longchamp
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Top: Pins & Needles
Jeans: Levi’s
Bag: Furla
Heels: Stylist’s own



Shirt: Topshop
Skirt: H&M
Bag: Ted Baker
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Shirt: Topshop
Skirt: H&M
Bag: Ted Baker

Top: Pins & Needles
Bag: Michael Kors
Jewellery: Model’s own
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THE BOSS BABES 
WHO CAN ROCK IT 
ON BOTH COURTS

WORK HARD, PLAY HARDER

STYLING, DIRECTING AND  PHOTOGRAPHY:    KEIRA O’KANE
MODELLING:      JENNA CORRIGALL, RIANNA COX 

& VERONICA MERIGLIANO
GARMENTS:     BOOHOO & PRETTY LITTLE THING

HAIR & MAKEUP BY MODELS
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VERONICA WEARS:
SUIT PRETTY LITTLE THING, £60
BODYSUIT BOOHOO, £16
SHOES BOOHOO, £22
HAIR BAND BOOHOO, £6.50

JENNA WEARS:
SUIT BOOHOO, £40
BODY SUIT BOOHOO, £17.60
SHOES PRETTY LITTLE THING, £25
HAIR CLIP BOOHOO, £5

RIANNA WEARS:
  SUIT PRETTY LITTLE THING, £70
  BRALETTE MODEL’S OWN
  SHOES  BOOHOO, £20
  HAIRBAND BOOHOO, £12
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RIANNA WEARS:
  TOP BOOHOO, £16
  TROUSERS PRETTY LITTLE THING, £22
  SHOES  BOOHOO, £20
  HAIRBAND BOOHOO, £12
  WATCH MODEL’S OWN

JENNA WEARS:
SKIRT BOOHOO, £9.60
TOP BOOHOO, £22.40
HAIR BAND BOOHOO, £6.50
SHOES PRETTY LITTLE THING, £25
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CO-ORD - MISSGUIDED 
T-SHIRT - MISSGUIDED
SHOES - TOPSHOP
BAG - ABBOTT LYON  

OPPOSITE 
CO-ORD - TOPSHOP

T-SHIRT -  MISSGUIDED
SHOES - MODEL’S OWN

BAG - ABBOTT LYON

“EVERYDAY IS A FASHION SHOW AND
 THE WORLD IS THE RUNWAY”

- COCO CHANEL 
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LEFT
CO-ORD - MISSGUIDED
T-SHIRT - MISSGUIDED
SHOES - MODEL’S OWN
BAG - PRIMARK 

 RIGHT
CO-ORD - MISSGUIDED 
T-SHIRT - MISSGUIDED

SHOES - TOPSHOP
BAG - ABBOTT LYON  
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THIS PAGE
CO-ORD - MISSGUIDED 
T-SHIRT - MISSGUIDED
SHOES - TOPSHOP

OPPOSITE
CO-ORDS - MISSGUIDED 
T-SHIRTS - MISSGUIDED

BLACK SHOES - MODEL’S OWN
BAG- PRIMARK 



121PHOTOGRAPHERS - SKYE MICHAUD, BETHANY SCOTT & EARYN STEWART
MODELS & STYLISTS - LOUISA GIFFORD  & DIANA TABAKURSKA



NO BARRIERS
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Left page: Coat, Zara; Shirt, H&M; Trousers, Topman
Jacket, T. M. Lewin; Top, H&M; Trousers, Bershka
This page: Blazer, T. M. Lewin; Top, Lefties; Trousers, Mango
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Styled by: Telma Cristina Galhano Lopes Alves De Matos 
and Martina Kluchova
Makeup: Martina Kluchova
Photographed by: Caio Barbosa, Ben Brown and Lewis Mann
Models: Paz Acuña, Adél Luong and Mark O’Carroll
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ART
DECO

Finestra Wall Mirror £295

Swoon Kendo Table £529

Audenza ‘Wink’ 
Fringed Pendant
Light In Candy Pink £475

Audenza Chevron 
Sienna Patterned 
Rug £159

Audenza Faux 
Luscious Monstera
Tree £162

Art &
architecture

Audenza 
Golden Drinks 
Trolley £485

Audenza Gin 
Elixir Giclee 
Print £32

Gatsby Flapper
Fringed Cushion £20

Gold Sunburst Wall Clock £151

Incredible 
Transformations 

with Timeless 
Looks 

Audenza Sienna Claret Velvet Shell Chair £520

By ELSA MUIR
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STYLIST: CAT MACIVER
PHOTOGRAPHER: KIRSTY ROBERTSON
MODELS: CAT MACIVER & SAM KELBIE 



THE GREY CITY
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TOP: MISS SELFRIDGE
SKIRT: PRIMARK
TIGHTS: PRIMARK
BOOTS: NEW LOOK
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SHIRT: PRIMARK
ACCESSORIES: MODEL’S OWN
JEANS: PRIMARK
SHOES: VINTAGE
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Models - Amy Stewart and Lois munro 
Stylist & Photographer - Sophie Coutts 
nuart artist - Bordalo ii

Colour hitS the streets
SPORTSWEAR & NUART

Red Puffer Jacket Topshop - £25
Adidas Cycling Shorts - £21.95

White Filas - £60
North Face Body Warmer - £200

Neon Jumper Topshop - £15
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Models - Amy Stewart and lois munro 
Stylist & Photographer - Sophie Coutts 
Nuart artist- nimi & RH74

Pan Am Jumper Zara - £20
White Stripe Leggings Topshop - £15

Black Vans - £31.99 
Red Crop Top Topshop - £12
Adidas Track Pants - £54.99
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Nomad is an artist-run grassroot initiative based 
in Aberdeen to encourage presenting new work in 
Aberdeen. It organises exhibitions and workshops in 
the local area and welcome any artist to come along to 
take part or even just enjoy the outstanding artwork. 
The different artists who exhibit have a variety of 
backgrounds but all live and work in Aberdeen; by 
organising this initiative it has brought many different 
artists together and built a strong network of people.

Caitlin Dick, an artist from Aberdeen and former 
Contemporary Art Practice UG student from Gray’s School 
of Art, was the founder of Nomad and launched its first 
exhibition in April 2019. She graduated in 2017, before 
going to study Contemporary Art at Edinburgh College 
of Art between 2017-2018. However, Caitlin’s passion 
for art started long before studying at university and in 
fact began in early childhood. She told me, “My parents 
were a major influence as they introduced me to many 
different creative activities to keep me entertained as a 
child; painting, drawing, clay, sculpture, ceramics, and 
collages.”

Once leaving university, Caitlin felt her artistic 
practice had turned into a written process with a number 
of rejections and lack of support. To overcome this 
frustration, she decided to stop wasting her time writing 
endless applications and started organising exhibitions, 
talks, workshops and other creative events herself. She 
finally gave herself independence by beginning Nomad 
which meant she didn’t have to wait to be told until it 
was ‘okay’ to organise an event. She added, “I wanted 
to give local, emerging artists the chance of sustaining 
a practice in Aberdeen and that’s where Nomad began.”

So, what does ‘Nomad’ mean? ‘A group of people 
that travel from place-to-place to find fresh pasture 
and have no permanent home’. And what does that 
have to do with this artist-run initiative? Caitlin was 
well aware that finding a permanent space in Aberdeen 
was extremely difficult and unaffordable for Nomad, 
especially with it being artist-run. She realised it was not 
a sustainable way to keep a practice going and thriving in 
the city. “Nomad has no permanent home; it jumps from 
space-to-space when it is available and free.” The space 
may be halls, gardens or even someone’s flat or home. 

Their pop-up launch exhibition in April 2019 was 
called ‘Nomad Presents’ and took place in Caitlin’s flat. 
Fortunate to go myself, I was able to see all the unique 
artwork created by many young and talented artists. 
Caitlin and all the other artists were able to transform 
a flat in Aberdeen into an outstanding exhibition 
with paintings, drawings, sculptures and even live 
performances. It was clear to see that Caitlin would have 
no issue running an initiative with no permanent space 
to organise these events.

‘Nomad Presents’ exhibited Caitlin’s project 
‘Disconnect to Reconnect’ which considered the impact 
of social media and smart devices on societal wellbeing. 
She experimented with fresh materials to create fleshy 
synthetic forms, which she said were, “imprints of what 

was once there”. These sculptural pieces were seen 
hung on the walls and dangling down from the roof 
surrounded by bright blue lighting in which you had to 
walk past in order to see other artists pieces of work. 
Other projects touched on the realms of our relationship 
with the home, growth, rituals and burial rites, the over 
production of waste and many other social matters. All 
the artists were able to transform Caitlin’s flat into an 
engaging and captivating space; the different sounds, 
colours and lighting very easily drew your attention and 
made you want to look at each project more than once. 
It’s no wonder, due to a successful turnout, they had to 
open the exhibition an extra day to accommodate the 
demand. 

Different exhibitions allude to different social 
matters. Another exhibition that was run in November 
2019, ‘Flora, Fauna & Other Forms’, examined Aberdeen’s 
present and future urban ecology and sustainability 
within the city through the eyes of all the artists 
involved. Caitlin told me that this exhibition has been 
her favourite exhibition by far. “Held at Bonnymuir 
Green ‘Flora, Fauna & Other Forms’ ran from the 1st until 
the 28th of November. The exhibition consisted of four 
commissioned artists and four Open Call artists; a total 
of eight. 

“The concept behind the exhibition was 
sustainability and urban ecology in Aberdeen and the 
artists had to respond with their practice. During the 
show we held two free creative workshops ‘Cut It Out!’ 
By Aiden Milligan and ‘Creatures, Cryptids & Wild Spirits’ 
run by Emily Strachan. Additionally, we held an Artists’ 
Talk to round off the exhibition and discuss the artwork 
on display.” 

Many of the different projects created for this 
exhibition can be seen on Nomad’s Instagram. The detail 
and thought that has gone into organising these events 
so far creates excitement to know that there’s already a 
series of workshops and exhibitions planned for 2020. 

Art careers can span a wide range, from painting to 
illustration to graphic design. However, felt by Caitlin and 
many other aspiring artists, 

“Working within the arts is an extremely 
difficult career choice.” 

Throughout history, artists have found themselves 
caught in a range of difficulty relating to how to sustain 
themselves, as well as their practice. The former Gray’s 
student realised early on, even before starting university, 
that it is very difficult to get your foot in the door and 
get paid for your time when it comes to working in the 
art industry. 

When starting Nomad, she was able to gain funding 
to support a programme of events from Aberdeen City 
Council’s Creative Funding. However, Caitlin still feels 
that, “there continues to be limited support, funds, 
opportunities and jobs.” She continues and says that, 
“the spaces are normally donated, materials are sourced 
from friends and artists involved. Nomad’s funding has 
allowed some support for materials and artist’s fees.” 
While the creative sector may be the fastest-growing 
part of the UK economy, it definitely still has its share 
of challenges, especially when ensuring diverse and 
sustainable recruitment.

Running your own gallery can offer huge rewards 
as it offers the chance to gain a better idea of the nature 
of art markets which is much more than an opportunity 
to be in more artist shows. For artists, these artist-run 
initiatives aren’t simply a gallery, but rather a point of 
connection for artists, audiences, ideas and projects. 

They hold the promise of community. Nomad welcomes 
anyone who enjoys art and often runs workshops to 
allow artists to be creative. They even welcome those 
who have no experience. 

The workshops “have no set frequency and only 
happen when someone is interested in running one” 
but you can keep up-to-date with any upcoming 
workshops on social media. It will also allow you to 
see what’s happening and when the next exhibition 
is. So, don’t worry if you didn’t get the chance to go to 
their previous exhibitions or workshops. There is a vast 
array of posts to show the different drawings, structures 
and paintings. Caitlin also advertises events through 
Facebook, Instagram, Eventbrite and displays posters 
around Aberdeen so that Nomad’s events reach out to as 
many people as possible.

Art boosts self-esteem and can provide a sense 
of accomplishment. One artist who exhibited at their 
exhibition ‘Flora Fauna & Other Forms’ wrote, 

“My practice has forever changed, this exhibition 
offered me an excellent opportunity to 

experiment and research my own practice.” 
When asked what benefits have come from starting 

Nomad, Caitlin told me, “I believe it has rekindled some 
artists’ practices, bringing the excitement and passion 
into what they do. It has brought artists together 
which would not have met otherwise, building a strong 
network of people.” 

Many of the workshops are also rounded off 
with talks with the artists participating in the show to 
discuss their work. These artists’ talks invite the public 
to participate which give a fantastic opportunity to 
meet the exhibiting artists whilst gaining insight to 
their practices, delving into their research, inspiration, 
materials and the use of the kindly donated exhibition 
space. 
To keep up to date with exhibitions follow Nomad 
on Instagram and Facebook @nomad_aberdeen 
or email Nomad-Aberdeen@outlook.com

Aberdeen’s 
Artist -Run 
Initiative
By 
Rianna Cox

Photos: Caitlin Dick

Left: Sculpture from workshop ‘Sunken Beliefs’
Right: ‘Disconnect to Reconnect’ by Caitlin Dick
Below: ‘Fantastic creatures, cryptids and wild spirits’



Photography, Styling and Art 
ELSA MUIR

Model CHLOE YOUNG wears 
suit from ASOS
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SURREALIST
“FASHION ENTERS A DREAMSCAPE”
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CHLOE wears trousers and 
white turtleneck from boohoo, 

jacket from Depop and 
bag from Pretty Little Thing 



Model CHLOE wears Nasty Gal co-ord jumpsuit, 
Urban Oufitters bodysuit, beret from Topshop and 
bag from Primark
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CHLOE wears suit from ASOS 
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    Organic
Obsession

Accessorize Organic Triple Drop Earrings £6

National Trust Coffee Cup £10

Rose & Grey Organic 
Nude Coffee Mug  £5.50

Oliver Bonas Randee Organic
Stone Earrings £42

Oliver Bonas Randee Organic                                    
Stone Necklace £42 

Oliver Bonas Randee Organic 
Stone Bracelet £38

Rex London Organic Cotton String Bag £5.95

Monsoon Organic Cotton 
Zebra Print Dress £40

Monsoon Organic Cotton 
Yellow Floral Dress £40

Craving a natural approach  to a hectic lifestyle? 

 Experiment with organic fashion today 
to look and feel fabulous.

Saving the planet never looked so good!
Created by Erin Wilson



You Grow Girl!
Introduce a touch of mother nature into your 
home with these plush plants and planters.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

5.

7.

1. Faux Plant, Primark, £6
2. Planter, Very, £19.99
3. Faux Pink Caladium, Audenza, £14.69
4. Navy Band Water Hyacinth Planter, John Lewis, £22
5. Living Wall Planter, Sainsbury’s Home, £10
6. Abstract Face Plant Pot, Rose & Grey,  £26
7. Mizu Watering Can, Oliver Bonas, £30
8. Fern Plant in Ceramic Vase, Home Sense, £16.99
9. Fern Living Plant Box Round, Oliver Bonas, £159
10. White Pot Stand with Faux Plant, Penneys, £6
11. Yellow Planter, Sainbury’s Home, £14
12. Peacock Planter, Oliver Bonas, £30
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Jungle Mania
Adventure in style

Model: Fabiana Mancini
Photographer: Bartek Furdal
Make Up: Lois Barclay
Stylist: Holly Anderson & Beth Dewar
Location: Edinburgh Botanic Gardens
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Co-ordinates: Missguided
141



Coat: Missguided
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Hat: Chanel
Dress: Pretty Little Thing
Shoes: Public Desire
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Abandonment Issues?
Revive your favourite abandoned 

trends, as they make a comeback to 
fashion!



BROWN SUIT: TOPSHOP

WHITE SUIT: TOPSHOP

HEELS: MODELS’ OWN
145
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STYLIST: ERIN WILSON

PHOTOGRAPHER: ELLEN MCKAY

MODELS: NIAMH ANDERSON AND ERIN WILSON

HAIR AND MAKEUP: NIAMH ANDERSON AND ERIN WILSON



DENIM DRESS: TOPSHOP
ZEBRA TOP: NASTY GAL

DENIM JUMPSUIT: NEW LOOK
MARBLE TOP: NASTY GAL

BOOTS: DR. MARTENS
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SLOGAN T-SHIRTS AND JEANS: NEW LOOK

DENIM JACKET: TOPSHOP
BLACK SUNGLASSES: NEW LOOK MAN

ORANGE SUNGLASSES: MODEL’S OWN
148



DENIM JACKET: MANGO
JEANS: NEW LOOK
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Top: FatFace, £39.50
Jeans: FatFace, £49.50
Satchel: FatFace, £79.00
Boots: Model’s Own

S i m p l i c i t y 
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Top: River Island, £12.00
Trousers: River Island,  £45.00
Boots: Model’s Own
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Top: River Island, £12.00
Jeans: River Island, £38.00
Boots: River Island, £60.00

Styled by Linda Fang
Photography by Mark Messer
Models: Zsofia Tatar & Amanda Ikonen
Make-up Artist: Irina Bobeleac
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Top: FatFace, £39.50
Jeggings: FatFace, £45.00
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GLITZ & GLAMOUR

Jewellery: A way to enhance your true self
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This Page Face Jewellery & Earrings: Model’s own
Ring: Stylist’s own
Necklaces: Topshop, River Island, Glitter
Left Earring & Necklace: New Look
Ring: Model’s own
Bracelet: Tillander
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Nose stud: Stylist’s own
Necklace: Kalevala
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Earrings: Primark

Photographer: Caitlin Scotland
Stylist and Photoshoot Coordinator: Milla Ranin

Models: Eliana Silver, Silvia Janssen, Milla Ranin, Sasha Miller, Bianca Chindriș
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Photographs by India Scott
Styling by India Scott
Modelled by Chloe Young
Located at Crathes Castle & 
Dunnottar Castle

AA STREETCARSTREETCAR
NAMED 
DELICACY
NAMED 
DELICACY
LEAVING THE HARSH WORLD 
TO LIVE IN THE COMFORT OF 
HER FANTASIES

Chloe wears dress, £49, Zara
Pink organza, £1.50
Black heels, Model’s own
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Chloe wears dress, £30, Missguided 
Trainers, Model’s own
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Chloe wears dress, £15, Brandy Melville
Pink organza, £1.50
Black organza, £1.50
Shirt, £25, Missguided
Boots, Model’s own.
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Smooth As Glass
Silky, luminous, almost translucent... 

The Korean “Glass skin” 
trend is all about glowy and 
healthy looking skin. Hydrating 
products with creamy and 
light-reflecting formulas are 
the key to achieve a youthful 
complexion. Be prepared to say 
goodbye to your full face glam 
and say hi to this simple yet 
runway-worthy look.
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Fenty Beauty Match 
Shimmer Skin Stick, 
Harvey Nichols  £19.00

Milk Makeup Glow Oil,
Cult Beauty  £12.00

Fenty Beauty Tinsel Show Gloss 
Bomb Baby 2 Mini Lip & Face Set, 
Harvey Nichols  £19.00

Fenty Beauty Tinsel Show Gloss 
Bomb Baby 2 Mini Lip & Face Set, 
Harvey Nichols  £19.00

Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r 
Hydrating Longwear Foundation, 
Harvey Nichols  £27.00Physician Formula Spotlight 

Illuminating Primer, Boots  £12.99
e.l.f. Hello Hydration! 
Face Cream, Boots  £12.00
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@kindbeauty77
Be kind to every kind, using only cruelty-free make up

Face: Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r Hydrating Foundation in 150 
Fenty Beauty Match Stix Shimmer Skinstick in Sinamon
Sun Stalk’r Instant Warmth Bronzer in Shady Biz
Catrice Cosmetics Liquid Camouflage High Coverage Concealer in 005 Light 
Natural and 015 Honey
Colourpop Cosmetics Super Shock Highlight in Flexitarian
Physicians Formula Butter Blush in Nude Silk
Brows: Anastasia Beverly Hills Brow Wiz in Caramel
Urban Decay Cosmetics Brow Blade in Taupe Trap

Eyes: Colourpop Cosmetics x Kathleen Lights The Zodiac Palette
Super Shock Shadow in REM
Fenty Beauty Vivid Liquid Liner in Banana Blaze
The Gypsy Shrine Neon Pigment in Cosmos
Kiko Milano Extra Sculpt Volume Mascara
Eylure Most Wanted Lashes in Lust List
Lips: Fenty Beauty Gloss Bomb in Fu$$y



Face: Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r Hydrating Foundation in 150
Sun Stalk’r Instant Warmth Bronzer in Shady Biz
Catrice Cosmetics Liquid Camouflage High Coverage Concealer in 005 Light 
Natural and 015 Honey
Becca Cosmetics Shimmering Skin Perfector in Champagne Pop
Physicians Formula Butter Blush in Nude Silk
Brows: Anastasia Beverly Hills Brow Wiz in Caramel
Urban Decay Cosmetics Brow Blade in Taupe Trap

Eyes: Colourpop Cosmetics x Kathleen Lights So Jaded Palette
Smashbox Cosmetics Always On Liquid Lipstick in Psychic Medium
Kiko Milano Extra Sculpt Volume Mascara
Eylure Most Wanted Lashes in Lust List
Lips: Smashbox Cosmetics Always On Liquid Lipstick in Psychic Medium
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Eyes: Colourpop Cosmetics x Kathleen Lights The Zodiac Palette
NYX Cosmetics Glitter Brilliants in Teal
Marc Jacobs Beauty Highliner Glam Glitter Gel Eyeliner in All That Glitterz
Fenty Beauty Vivid Liquid Liner in Wet Tshirt
Kiko Milano Extra Sculpt Volume Mascara
Eylure Most Wanted Gimme Gimme Lashes (cut up)
Lips: Colourpop Cosmetics x Kathleen Lights Ultra Satin Lip in Aquarius
Fenty Beauty Gloss Bomb in Fu$$y

Face: Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r Hydrating Foundation in 150 
Fenty Beauty Match Stix Shimmer Skinstick in Sinamon
Sun Stalk’r Instant Warmth Bronzer in Shady Biz
Catrice Cosmetics Liquid Camouflage High Coverage Concealer in 005 Light 
Natural and 015 Honey
Colourpop Cosmetics Super Shock Highlight in Flexitarian
Physicians Formula Butter Blush in Nude Silk
Brows: Anastasia Beverly Hills Brow Wiz in Caramel
Urban Decay Cosmetics Brow Blade in Taupe Trap
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Face: Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r Hydrating Foundation in 150
Fenty Beauty Sun Stalk’r Bronzer in Shady Biz
Catrice Cosmetics Liquid Camouflage High Coverage Concealer in 005 Light 
Natural and 015 Honey
Fenty Beauty Killawatt Foil Freestyle Highlighter in Sand Castle
Milk Makeup Lip & Cheek Glow Oil in Astro
Brows: Anastasia Beverly Hills Brow Wiz in Caramel
Urban Decay Cosmetics Brow Blade in Taupe Trap

Eyes: Colourpop Cosmetics Créme Gel Colour Liner in Joyride
Kiko Milano Extra Sculpt Volume Mascara
Lips: Fenty Beauty Mini Stunna Lip Paint in Underdawg

Make up, Model and Pages: Martina Kluchova
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XXS WHAT IF YOUR CLOTHES WERE AS SMALL 
AS THE WAGES OF THOSE MAKING THEM? 
WOULD YOU THEN DEMAND CHANGE? 



169“...the industry is still fuelled by the labour of millions of mostly young, female 
workers who are not paid enough to provide for themselves and their families.”



“fatal disasters like the Rana Plaza collapse in Bangladesh have pushed brands to 
talk about the fair treatment of workers.”
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“Rana Plaza took less than 90 seconds to collapse, killing 1,134 people. Unions 
called it a mass industrial homicide.”
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“Corporations have outsourced their living wage commitments to multiple external 
initiatives, which have unenforceable standards.”
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Stylist: Evanthia N. Edwards
Models: Damon Kopsidas, Will Broad
Photography: Rafael Bernal Coates, Evanthia N. Edwards

Partly shot at: Gray’s School of Art

Garments provided by: The British Red Cross , RSPCA

Quotes from: The Business of Fashion, The Guardian, 
The University of Sheffield
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THE 2020 VISION
CONTRIBUTORS

HOLLY ANDERSON

EVE ANGUS

honest 
hardworking 

energetic

funky
friendly

fierce

AMIE ANNAND

fun
kind

helpful

ELLIE COOK

stylish
smart

sporadic

SOPHIE COUTTS

sociable
creative
funny

RIANNA COX

observant
organised

foodie

LEAH CRAN

determined
observant

headstrong

BETH DEWAR

considerate
hardworking
passionate

CRAIG DYKER

crazy
cool

creative

LINDA FANG

conscientious
individualistic

visionary

LOUISA GIFFORDEMILIE FLECHER-HERD

optimistic
compassionate

vibrant

imaginative
reliable

attentive

HANNAH GOLIGHTLY

approachable
selfless

reliable



ROISIN HAMILTON-PRINGLE

chatty
confident

charismatic

LOIS HENDERSON

reliable
thoughtful

genuine

REBECCA JACKSON

bubbly
outgoing

determined

OLA KABAT

passionate
imaginative

committed

MARTINA KLUCHOVA

artistic
enthusiastic

open-minded

TELMA GALHANO MATOS

helpful
persistent
achiever

TAYLOR THOMSON

funny
outgoing

cheeky

CHLOE-HELENA DUFF

ambitious
passionate

free-spirit

DYLAN JONES

euphoric
social

expressive

HARVEY LENTON

visionary
reserved

organised

CATRIONA MACIVER

independent
perceptive

diligent

EILIDH MELLIS

independent
focused

friendly

ZOE MILNE

sedulous
conscientious

wholehearted

ELSA MUIR

creative
eclectic

caring

ASHLEIGH MUNRO

wanderlust
visionary

gaiety

CIARA MURRAY

determined
generous

curious

EVANTHIA 
NIKOLAIDOU EDWARDS

visual
challenge

detail



KEIRA O’KANE

compassionate
resourceful
authentic

smart
straightforward

Scandinavian

MILLA RANIN FRANCESCA RONDINONE

honest
confident

determined

KATY SIMPSON

thoughtful
diligent

inquisitive

ILONA SOININEN DIANA TABAKURSKA

MORGAN JADE TAYLOR

outgoing
positive

ingenious

ABBIE WHITE

dramatic
clumsy

outgoing

conscientious
individualistic

visionary

amiable
dynamic
bubbly

CHLOE YOUNG

RIANA OWENS

quirky
organised

photographer

CHARLOTTE PARKER

courageous
conscientious

passionate

CATHERINE RAMSAY

creative
diligent

passionate

INDIA SCOTT

divergent
locquacious
outgoing

friendly
reliable
visual

LAUREN WILLETS

ERIN WILSON

positive
reliable

artistic

ANYA WYLLIE

entertaining
attentive

ambitious

thoughtful
tenatious

candid



GREY DAZE
Grey is often times considered to be a boring or conservative colour. 

But it really doesn’t have to be. Wearing grey in an unusual or unexpected way can give your 
outfit a ‘wow’ factor. To create stylish grey outfits, put together grey essentials and combine 
with black or a pop of colour. Grey is also the perfect base for a capsule wardrobe collection.

Aberdeen, the silver city, can provide the perfect backdrop.

Location: Golden Square
Photography: Leye Fatokun
Model, Styling & Makeup MSc student: Hannah Olawoye



MSc Fashion 
Management
The MSc Fashion Management course at RGU aims to equip students 
with the knowledge and skills required for key head office roles 
in the fashion business, including fashion buying, marketing and 
merchandising. Previous students have entered the course from a 
diverse range of backgrounds, ranging from fashion design, product 
design, communications, marketing and media, to science and law, 
and from countries such as Nigeria, Italy, Germany and France. This 
reflects the varied roles and global nature of the fashion industry, 
which is further explored in the Fashion Internationalisation and 
Distribution module.

Modules on the MSc Fashion Management course provide 
transferable business, management and marketing skills, in addition 
to fashion-specific knowledge. Business analysis tools are applied to 
fashion businesses and brands to address issues that are relevant to 
the contemporary fashion industry, such as branding, logistics, supply 
chain and sustainability. The course is future-focused, with students 
analysing trends from industry trend forecasting agencies to propose 
new products and present range plans in the Fashion Buying and 
Trend Forecasting module, all of which are important skills related 
to the fashion buying role. Finance is explored in the Financial 
Merchandising for Fashion module, where students learn about 
margins, markdowns, profits and losses. 

The fashion industry has seen huge disruption due to digital 
developments in recent years, and this digital focus seems set to 
continue with growth in online shopping and increasing interest 
in virtual fashion tools that let us ‘try on’ clothes via our mobile 
phones. Students on the MSc Fashion Management course work 
across a variety of digital platforms, enhancing their digital literacy 
and gaining valuable, sought-after digital skills to add to their CVs. 
These include working with digital imaging software such as Adobe 
Photoshop and with search engine optimisation and analysis tools 
such as Google Analytics, in the Strategic Digital Communications 
module.

The MSc Fashion Management course’s unique setting within 
the School of Creative and Cultural Business offers tuition from 
experts in marketing, communication and media as well as the 
dedicated fashion management teaching team. Fashion is a dynamic, 
people-centred industry and the course focuses on developing 
both management and leadership potential, through assessments 
structured to simulate real-life industry tasks, such as creating social 
media campaigns, giving presentations, writing reports, analysing 
data and delivering multi-component project portfolios. We believe 
our mix of business, creativity and employability skills offers the best 
possible preparation for a future fashion career.  

Karen Cross
Academic Strategic Lead
School of Creative and Cultural Business

For more information visit rgu.ac.uk and search courses
or email openday@rgu.ac.uk



Location: Johnston Gardens
Photography: Leye Fatokun

Model, Styling & Makeup MSc student: Hannah Olawoye

DARE TO PRINT
Animal prints and patterns have been on trend for a long time in the fashion world. 
Exploring the different mix of animal print patterns and combining them together makes a 
bold fashionable statement at any time. It creates a powerful feeling and an aura of fierce 
authority. Don’t be afraid to mix your favourite animal prints together. 
The right combination will have you feeling fashionable at all times.


